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Prior to the meeting, the group discussed a recent public event in which two young 

men had beaten up an architect who had called them to book for littering.  This 

episode had made news headlines and was the talk of the city. 

Various opinions were expressed by the group, and it was generally decided to 

send light to all involved.  Sohrab urged the group not to sit in judgment of the 

boys, but to learn from them instead. 



Various aspects were discussed, including learning to take responsibility for ones 

actions, and choosing to help oneself, particularly if one has had a troubled 

childhood.  The meeting then began. 

GREETINGS FROM THE DIVINE M*****! (The deceased mother of one of the 

boys, who had  herself been a group member) 

Do you think he thought of this topic on his own?  Of course it was provoked!  

Hello friends! (The group greets her joyously) 

Yes, this episode and others like it are now going to take place country-wide, as a 

series of necessary steps in the evolution of India’s social consciousness.  The 

architect was provoked to speak out.  His nature is such that, without a little push 

from our side, he would not have gone public, so we urged him forward. 

I was very present throughout the entire episode, and my energies are such today, 

that I was able to facilitate it without any desire to change the course of events.  

My love for him, for my other family members, and for my friends is now so 

gloriously detached that I am able to love all completely unconditionally.  Even an 

event like this one does not upset my energies.  

My presence at the event was simply to facilitate it in the smoothest manner 

possible.  Had I not used my power (which I now have in abundance), the episode 

would have spiraled out of control.  So, though I helped facilitate the event in a 

contained manner, I also urged it to have the maximum energetic impact on 

society.  Thus the media, the community and the city was provoked to focus upon 

it, and to review this social aspect in their lives. 

The soul you call my father is present here today, and is also in joyous expansion.  

We do not need your love and support; but should you choose to offer it, we would 

joyously accept it. 

The earth mother and children, however, do need your energetic guidance.  They 

need to awaken.  And they will be repeatedly jolted, if they do not take 

responsibility for their own lives, actions and emotional imbalances.  They need to 

learn to accept help, as well as help themselves. 



As you can tell, I can say this dispassionately, without feeling sorry for them.  I am 

able to detach and appreciate their growth, urging them on; but not feeling in any 

way desirous of rescuing them from a path that may not be in keeping with their 

higher soul choices. 

Let me also assure you dispassionately that the inherent energies of both the boys 

involved in this episode are strong, powerful and responsible.  They have simply 

strayed from their own natural flow.  Should you choose to help them, simply urge 

them to connect with their own magnificent higher souls. 

Do you have questions of the M*****? 

I am worried about your younger son. 

He is turning inward, further and further.  Resentment, anger and weakness are 

building up within him.  He, too, must learn to vent in a healthy and responsible 

manner.  He does not feel comfortable speaking out his innermost feelings.  He 

must find someone to talk to.  Opportunities to do so come his way, but he ignores 

them. 

My energies are most certainly with him, and with all my loved one; but I am 

willing to stand back and let them take any paths they choose.  All paths lead to 

growth. 

Blessings from the divine M*****.  Appreciate your own beauty! 

(Sohrab shifts energies) 

Greetings! 

Today, we wish to speak to you of the different realms that exist on planet Earth.  

Ones which you tend to ignore, dismiss or disbelieve; and yet they are as present as 

you are. 

Unicorns?  

Amongst others. 

We were just speaking of them! 



Let us start with a realm we will call Guardians and Beings of Service.  These are 

actual entities which vibrate at a higher frequency that the primary kingdoms with 

which you are familiar.  They cannot therefore been seen with the naked eye, or 

heard by you; but let us assure you that they are as physically present, and as ‘real’ 

as you are. 

The first of this group has already been introduced to you the in past: house spirits.  

These are wonderful guardians of flats, houses, buildings, commercial institutions, 

mansions or huts; and their sole (and soul) purpose is to act as a liaison between 

the structure, and those who inhabit it. 

We have, in the past, repeatedly urged you to consciously connect with your house 

spirits.  It is these friends who remind you, as you are leaving the house, that you 

have forgotten to take you keys with you.  It is these friends who implant a sudden 

the thought in your minds, perhaps after leaving the house, that you have left the 

stove on.   It is these friends who direct your attention to an undisturbed cupboard, 

which you then suddenly open, and find full of termites.  It is these friends who 

urge you, from time to time, to clean a portion of your home, to redecorate, to 

move artifacts around or possibly to move the position of your own bed to a more 

energetically conducive one. 

Please communicate with them regularly: they really want to talk to you, listen to 

you, and help you live joyously in your own home.  Their entire function is to 

serve you and the home.  

Through you, they grow, learn and evolve.  When you take care of your houses, 

enjoy them, relax in them, work in them, and make them a true ‘home with a 

heart’, they evolve.  Please be in touch with them constantly. 

Could you tell us more about them please? 

Dear friend, there have been several meetings devoted exclusively to these 

wonderful friends.  You could refer to older transcripts. 

There are many other high-vibrational friends who also inhabit this planet, whom 

you whimsically call  fairies, pixies and elves.  Are they real?  Indeed they are, 

though they have been rather romanticized in literature.  



Every forest, wood, and piece of agricultural land has a guardian spirit that 

attempts to help it remain fertile and productive.  All water bodies also have 

entities that serve them.  They work towards keeping the water clean and nurturing. 

Mountains have mountain guide spirits, very much like your Sherpas, who 

energetically traverse the mountains, heal them and guard them.  They even 

attempt to guide lost travelers to safety. 

These mountain guide spirits also help various mountain ranges distribute energies 

throughout the planet.  Mountain energy is so powerful; it comes second only to 

the crystalline kingdom.  This energy is radiated worldwide and affects a desert 

thousands of miles away.  Each mountain range offers the planet a unique service. 

The Himalayan ranges, for example, work energetically to raise the 

consciousness of every earth being in existence.  The mountains of South 

America work to facilitate a deeper connection between the kingdoms of earth 

and Mother Earth herself.  All Mesas worldwide, with particular reference to 

those in Peru and Africa, urge your crown chakras to open up.  The verdant hills 

of Ireland and Scotland work to facilitate worldwide creativity.  This list is 

endless. 

What Masters govern natural elements? 

In part, the same Masters that serve you; but natural elements also have their own 

unique Master energies.  For example, all water bodies worldwide are also serviced 

by a Centralized Master Universal Force…not of water, but of Universal Flow.   

This Master Energy of Universal Flow has no form, shape or name.  But it 

regulates all earthly water aspects, including the large percentage of water in your 

bodies.  Its function is to facilitate communication between all elements that flow 

naturally, Universe-wide. 

Soil, tracts of land and Planet Earth’s inner structure connect with a Universal 

Master energy that is predominantly one that facilitates nurture, grounding and 

fertility.  Here, Universal nurture and grounding is different to their earth 

meanings.   



Grounding does not signify ‘gravity’; it is the ability to expand at all times while 

still holding onto a core center.  Universal Nurture goes beyond your concepts of 

love; it represents the ability to embrace every single aspect of existence and non-

existence. 

Now let us move beyond Guardians and Beings of Service, which are most 

certainly of your realm; and examine some beings from realms which occasionally 

intersect with yours.  The beings here are of an even higher frequency. 

Here, you have Unicorns and Phoenixes, to name but two.  These are not 

mythological beings at all; they exist at a very high vibration in their realms.  They 

simply exist in another dimension of planet Earth; and they are as ‘real’ there, as 

you are in your dimension.  (Laughing) From their perspective, you are 

mythological beings! 

Now, these two dimensions of Planet Earth vibrate at completely different 

frequencies.  Because the other is so much higher than that of planet Earth, you are 

only able to connect with that dimension when you raise your vibrations to at least 

the lowest frequency of the other one.  Then the two realms intersect. 

This is therefore done in meditation, or in the dream state, or in the channeling 

state, for example.  At other times, when you generate a large vortex of sufficient 

refinement, the two realms come together.  At that time, they may choose to visit 

you. 

Beings of very high vibration rarely desire to ‘densify’ themselves.  It is 

uncomfortable to their structure, just as you would be, if you tried to go deep down 

in the ocean, where the external water pressure would close in on you. 

However, when you generate a vortex of energy of high refinement, they do 

choose to visit you, primarily out of curiosity.   If, for example, there is a large 

group of people chanting and meditating on Mt. Shasta, or during the Wesak 

Festival, a vortex may open up, and they may ‘come for a visit’.  If you are 

conscious of this, and choose to tune into their frequencies, you would sense them 

and possibly even see them. 

The fact that you are already ‘drawn to them’ means that you have already 

established a pathway of connection.  But you have to open the door as well. 



Unicorns, in particular, are very potent energetic beings for lightworkers to interact 

with.  This is because they have tremendous expansion, knowledge, wisdom, 

awareness, balance, tranquility; all of this combined with unimaginable force and 

power.  They have the perfect balance of power and gentleness. 

How do we connect with them? 

Raise your vibrations, open your energy portals, and invite them to interact with 

you. Then talk to them and listen to them.  However, you will never be able to hold 

one, tame one, or make a singular Unicorn your personal companion for life.  But 

you can respectfully invite one to interact with you, from time to time. 

You may even have a particular Unicorn energy that chooses to connect with you 

for an extended period of time, but do not expect it to be a life-long partnership.  

Could a Unicorn be my power animal and guide? 

Yes, this is possible, but is likely to be temporary.  

The Phoenix: a very potent symbol, as it is an energetic structure that repeatedly 

allows the self to die and be re-born; it ‘rises from the ashes’, and keeps re-creating 

itself.  This is what you all desire in your current state of rapid evolution.  Keep re-

birthing and evolving.  

So are we connecting with these kinds of entities more and more because earth’s 

frequencies are getting more refined? 

There are several factors that determine this.   Yes, the frequencies of Earth herself 

are getting more and more frequencies,  your frequencies are doing the same, and 

you are creating portals of high vibration that allow them to interact with you.  

They, in turn, are finding Earth very interesting at this moment in time, and this 

has piqued their curiosity. 

Soul to soul, there is a strong connection between the divine Human and the divine 

Unicorn.  Friends over lifetimes.  

 

 



Did they exist in Atlantis? 

Not in physical form; but visitations were frequent.  And with the Atlantean 

crystalline power, inhabitants were able to see them, communicate with them, and 

interact with them. 

What of Mermaids? 

The actual Mermaid, in its refined form, did exist eons ago on Planet Earth.  They 

were advanced beings who could live under-sea and in the open air.  However, 

they were rather reclusive, and fiercely protected their identity and their energies; 

occasionally intermingling with humans at will. 

Over time, with the human race becoming more irresponsible and more invasive, 

and because of the over-pollution of the seas, they chose to move to another 

dimension of Earth.  

A mutated species of Mermaids still exists in physical form under the sea, but this 

group is not very evolved.   They are even more reclusive than their sophisticated 

ancestors; you are unlikely to ever interact with them.  Even their ‘dead bodies’ are 

rarely discovered by you, as when their carcasses begin to rise to the surface, they 

disintegrate due to less and less water pressure. 

There is, however, a small group of the refined, sophisticated Mermaid community 

that still exists deep within the ocean.  They have chosen to remain here, in secret, 

awaiting the evolution of the Human race.  When this occurs, they will once again 

selectively interact with you. 

So as of now, there is no way we can ever see them? 

Not unless they permit it.  They have a technique of energy shielding so advanced, 

that even if you were seven kilometers beneath the ocean, and passed a group of 

these friends, you would not be able to see them, as they would use refractive 

energies to visually shield themselves from you. 

 

 

 



What of the Loch Ness Monster? 

Yes, the Loch Ness Monster exists.  We do not like this term, but we use it for 

identification.  And it is not a singular being, but a group of magnificent entities. 

They are multi-dimensional beings, who can take on physical form, and as easily 

transmute themselves into beings of higher vibration which escape human 

detection. 

These friends also have deep, sub-terrainean tunnels into which they can escape 

and hide.  They are relatively friendly, and would love to interact with the Human 

Race; but they sense the predatory nature of Humans, and choose to remain 

‘uncaptured’.  

What of the Yeti? 

Yetis are relatively primitive beings.  They, too, are shape-shifters; but not as 

skilled at it as the Loch Ness beings.   They have the ability to communicate with 

both Planet Earth and with her mountains, to a far greater degree than you can. 

Their brains do not function like those of Humans.  They cannot use logic and 

reason nor do calculations, as you can; but their instinctive knowledge of Earth and 

her treasures is far superior to yours.  

Many of them are keepers of secret caves and caverns, which contain crystalline 

energies of such potency, that were the Human race to discover them at this 

moment in its evolution; it would probably use this energy irresponsibly, for world 

destruction. 

Another set of such caverns contain information and technology planted there eons 

ago by Universal Friends.  These treasures are only to be released when, once 

again, human consciousness grows to a commensurate level of energetic 

responsibility. 

Do these caverns and tunnels lead to the inner cities of the Earth, such as Agartha 

and Delos? 

Yes, some do; and yes, there are such inner cities in existence right here and now.  

But we will speak of them at another time. 



How ‘ready’ are we to interact with beings from these cities? 

Not even 20% ready yet, dear friend!  And you must be at least at 80% readiness 

before you can freely interact with these inner friends, and with the treasures in the 

caves. 

Why? 

It would be as irresponsible as giving a child a loaded gun with which to play. 

Do deep-sea beings and creatures consider Lord Vishnu their Master?  He is 

known to be the keeper of the Oceans as well.  

What you call Lord Vishnu is what we earlier described as Universal Flow.  

Understanding this, the deep-sea beings as well as the Oceans themselves are in 

complete harmony with Him. 

Why are the Loch Ness Beings only sighted in that particular area?  Do they travel 

elsewhere? 

Those particular Lochs have, in their water, certain salts and minerals, which 

support their existence.  It is like food and fuel to their energies.  They would not 

be able to live in other lakes in the East, for example. 

Do they purify the water? 

Not only that, but they also energize it to such a degree that most of the lakes 

worldwide receive energy from those various lochs.  

I have been there.  Those lochs have a very different shade of green to most lakes. 

They do, predominantly because of the Universal energies they contain.  The 

molecules within them have a different refractive index to other water bodies 

worldwide. 

Is that why Scotch whiskey is the best in the world?  (Much laughter) 

You are absolutely correct! Absolutely correct. 

 



Walt Disney must have been very connected, considering the way he creatively 

portrayed all these beautiful creatures.  He literally brought them to our 

awareness. 

Yes, dear friend.   Most creative geniuses are highly connected. Though this has 

been discussed in the past, it bears repetition here. 

Tolkien’s vivid “Lord of the Rings” series describes an actual realm, very much 

in existence, but in a different dimension of Planet Earth.  The author was able 

to tap into it, and interpret it for you, thereby joining the two realms 

energetically. 

In contrast to this, the “Harry Potter” series was not based on an alternate realm 

already in existence.  J.K. Rowling was its God, its divine Architect and its 

Creator.   

It is NOW in existence, in a new dimension, actually thought-created by all of 

you, who empowered it by reading the books and watching the films.  You are co-

creators and manifestors of this realm.  Yes, it actually exists now. 

What of the Ramayana and the Mahabharata? 

They are like our first example.  They existed in a different realm, and were 

energetically ‘leaked’ into this realm as a teaching tool.  Their energies are also 

now interconnected with your realm. 

We now wish to speak of one more aspect before we end.  And yes, we will 

continue this topic next week. 

There are other energies, even more powerful than those of the Phoenix and the 

Unicorn, which exists on Planet Earth in high-vibrational form.  These are Energy 

Imprints of Past Civilizations.  

Atlantis, for example, has left a very strong energy imprint on Earth.  This is like a 

dormant energetic seed, waiting to germinate again.  

 

 



Does it still exist? 

Its crystalline energies and energetic imprint still exist, as do it ruins, which will 

eventually be discovered.  But the energy imprint that it has so strongly left behind 

will give earth, at a future date, when it is again at a high level of energetic 

refinement, the opportunity to re-birth this magnificent civilization.  

Is this imprint its DNA? 

It includes both physical and energetic aspects of the civilization.  Atlantis’ DNA 

is safely stored in its crystalline mountains at the bottom of the ocean.  But it has 

also stored there its unique vibrations, or its ‘signature tune’. 

Many of us feel a strong connection with Atlantis.  What does this mean? 

You are tapping into its signature tune, and recollecting your various existences 

there.  In effect, a ‘strong pull’ means that you are connecting to its DNA and 

signature tune, right now, in this reality; and at the same time you are connecting 

with your concurrent and simultaneous existences there, in other timelines. 

Like Atlantis, there are thousands of energetic imprints that are going to re-surface 

at the appropriate moment in time and earth’s evolution.  You have exciting times 

ahead! 

We leave you now, dear friends. 

BLESSINGS, JOY, LOVE AND LIGHT FROM THE ST. GERMAIN. 

(Sohrab Shifts energies) 

Did you think I would not wish you in person?  (Indicating two group members 

who were celebrating their birthdays that day) Blessings from the Meher! 

                              ********************************** 

 

 

 

 


